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By far the most productive 
single phase grinder 
combining weight, power 
and drive, helping you 
achieve a flatter floor - 
faster! Available in two 
variants: with/without 
speed control and water 
tank or as a fixed speed 
prep machine.

SHOP ONLINE! allprep.com.au

Equipment variant 
without water tank

Crane hook =  
easier transportation

SPECS
Voltage 240 V

Frequency 50 Hz

Motor 2.2 kW

Working width 450 mm

Weight 125 kg

Tool speed (rpm) 400 - 1200

Grinding width 450mm

Grinding Head Planetary 
450 mm

Working to the edge 
0.00mm - 10.00mm

APPLICATIONS

Ideal for preparing, levelling and polishing 
of concrete floors, coating and glue removal, 
cleaning, scrubbing and finishing on timber, 
concrete or industrial floors.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

 Achieve a flatter, smoother floor 
faster with the Planetary Grinding 
system of the DSM450. One of the 
most productive machines combining 
weight, power and drive.

 Easy to transport, the DSM450 can be 
dismantled into 2 parts for transport in 
any vehicle.

 Takes the work you do to a new level. 
From floor polishing to heavy preparation 
on commercial and residential projects 
this machine will do it all. Genuine 
planetary system helps to ensure the 
machine removes, levels and polishes 
any floor to perfection every time.

 Available in variable speed with a water  
tank for wet polishing applications.

VACUUM

Schwamborn STS260E, Dustcontrol 3900L, 
Dustcontrol Tromb 400
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APPLICATIONS
Ideal for preparing, levelling and polishing 
of concrete floors, coating and glue 
removal, cleaning, scrubbing and finishing 
on timber, concrete or industrial floors.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

þ  Achieve a flatter, smoother floor 
faster with the Planetary Grinding 
system of the DSM450. One of the 
most productive machines combining 
weight, power and drive.

þ   Easy to transport, the DSM450 can be 
dismantled into 2 parts for transport in 
any vehicle.

þ   Takes the work you do to a new 
level. From floor polishing to heavy 
preparation on commercial and 
residential projects this machine will 
do it all. Variable speed, Water tank 
and the Genuine planetary system 
helps to ensure the machine removes, 
levels and polishes any floor to 
perfection every time.

VACUUM 
DustControl 3900L

Pullman S26

Starmix ISC50
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SPECS 
Code  
GRI-DSM450

Voltage  240V

Frequency 50 Hz

Motor 2.2kw 

Working Width  450mm

Weight 125 kg

Grinding Head 1 x 450mm

Grinding Pressure 95kg

Working to the edge  
0.00mm - 10.00mm

Tool Speed 400-1200 RPM

Some of our valued clients

DSM450 
Schwamborn 
Floor Grinder

The other boys are using 
it and they said it’s easy to 
operate and gives a better 
finish than any of the other 
grinders they’ve hired  
and used.

– GRANT

TOUGH. ROBUST.  
PRODUCTIVE.

FINISHED PRODUCT

DSM450 
SCHWAMBORN 
FLOOR GRINDER
TOUGH. ROBUST. 
PRODUCTIVE.

Diamond floating 
device


